Target efficiencies. Optimize performance. Add millions to the bottom line.

Machine Learning predictive analytics
Predict production performance,
reservoir properties and optimize
well location & completion design.
Our project-driven approach delivers more
value and faster results than off-the-shelf
technologies.
The time, effort and expertise required to fully leverage Machine
Learning is prohibitive to most Oil & Gas companies. The need to remain
competitive by leveraging challenging and complex datasets is
imperative. Our Machine Learning team offers services tailored to your
project needs to deliver the insights required to make better decisions.

What sets us apart:
› Our team brings expertise in data, analytics and Oil & Gas
› Our purpose-built technologies utilize best-in-class algorithms to
accelerate analyses and results

› Over a decade of experience integrating drilling, reservoir, geological,
geophysical, completion and production data

› Our flexible and rigorous process ensures reliable, actionable results
› We can test hypotheses in days to identify what matters
› We work collaboratively with clients to ensure they’re
informed participants

› Inform your capital decisions with machine learning insights with a
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Verdazo Analytics enables Oil & Gas companies to target efficiencies, optimize
performance and add millions to the bottom line. VERDAZO software is purpose-built
for Oil & Gas and offers unmatched capabilities for all stages of the well lifecycle.
Verdazo Analytics also offers Machine Learning predictive analytics services.
Learn why so many companies trust Verdazo Analytics to help them take their
businesses to the next level at www.verdazo.com.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SET UP A DEMO: 403 536 4010 | sales@verdazo.com | www.verdazo.com

